
The Lure of the 
SportfiSh

Yacht 
Why some large-yacht 
owners are turning to 

custom sportfishing boats 
for cruising

text by Pete McDonalD

the owner of a 151-foot Motor yacht approached 
the custom builder Sea Force IX for one reason. He 
wanted a boat he could drive himself—not always, but 
he desired the freedom of taking the helm from time 
to time. Actually, he had a few other reasons as well. 
He felt he’d had the Mediterranean experience. He 
wanted a boat that could cruise at 25 knots, not 11 
knots, and one he could run with two crew, not 12. Sea 
Force IX, builders of luxury sportfishing boats in 
Palmetto, Florida, took his design brief and delivered 
the 92-foot Flamingo Daze, a beautiful vessel that the 
owner recently took on a four-month cruise through 
Central America. 

Custom sportfish builders are noticing this trend; 
owners with the ways and means to afford any type of 
yacht are turning to a luxury sportfish—either as 
their primary or secondary vessel—and not just 
because they like fishing. “That’s exactly what we’re 
seeing,” says Paul Mann, the owner of Paul Mann 
Custom Boats, from his facility in Manns Harbor, 
North Carolina. “People are starting to jump all over 
these 80-foot sportfish-style boats.”

the DIy factor
One of the top reasons some yacht owners are 
choosing a big sportfish is the comparable self-suffi-
ciency; you can get away with a captain and one addi-
tional crew to run the boat. “A whole lot of crew means 
a whole lot of problems,” says Roy Merritt, owner of 
Merritt’s Boat & Engine Works in Pompano, Florida. 
His company is building a new line of 86-footers, with 
two enclosed-bridge models and one open launched 
or near completion. While his 86 is on the upper size 
range of the tournament sportfish market, Merritt 
points out that they are still very nimble and you can 
do whatever you want with them.  

Beyond coordinating a crew, there are more exten-
sive logistics involved in taking out a megayacht. “It’s 
a big operation to move a yacht,” says Merritt. “If a 
fishboat has everything you need, you can just leave 
and go do it.” That was a major reason the owner of 
Flamingo Daze took to the Sea Force IX 91.5. The 
builder says even at 92 feet, the sportfish has enough 
maneuverability to be considered a “day boat,” 
meaning you can run out for the morning or take a 
three-hour tour without much fuss and preparation. 

Spencer Yachts, custom builders from Wanchese, 
North Carolina, brought the DIY factor to another 
level in sportfish ownership. It was the first custom 
sportfish builder to embrace pod drives with a highly 
competitive 43-foot express in 2007. Last year, it 
completed construction of a 70-footer for Volvo Penta 
called Penta Gone that features three D-1200 IPS 
drives. Pods have revolutionized boat handling for 
their ability to rotate independently of one another, 
and Volvo’s invention of the sportfish mode for 
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owner. “Now we refer to a 60 as a smaller boat.” 
With larger builds and increased horsepower, the boats can 

still be fishable while boasting the interior space of a decent-
sized motor yacht. Plus, they make speed. These boats are 
designed to run 100 miles one way in a tournament, fish all 
day and run back by lines-in. Fast cruising is an added bonus. 
“You can go from Key West to Cancun in a day, no problem,” 
says Bayliss of the typical 30-knot cruise speed provided by 
today’s big sportfish.

Flamingo Daze, for example, cruises at 32 knots with a top 
speed of 35 knots. That’s a serious speed differential in compar-
ison to an 15-knot semi-displacement yacht or even many 
planing motor yachts. And with these battlewagons, big speeds 
don’t necessarily translate into small range. With a 4,500-gallon 
fuel capacity, the Sea Force IX 91.5 can cruise for 3,000 miles at 
10 knots, on par with low-speed, long-range yachts.

The Merritt 86 holds 3,900 gallons of fuel and can cruise at 
30 knots. Wide open, it can hit 40 knots. “We go through a lot 
to keep the weight down,” says Merritt. They use carbon fiber 
liberally, and the hull is built mostly with Kevlar and 
composite coring. 

The Paul Mann 76 Ann Warrick can cruise at 30 knots. Others, 
such as the Spencer 70 with triple Volvo Penta IPS, have a 550-mile 

computer control makes precise movements when backing down  
a fish an easy task. 

Bluewater BravaDo
The thing is, pound for pound and foot for foot, many will argue 
that nothing beats a well-made sportfishing boat in the seakeeping 
department. They’re designed with extremely sharp entries for 
slicing waves with a running surface that limits pounding and 
provides excellent lateral stability. When other boats are tucked in 
their slips during a blow, they’re out fishing. 

Most of the big sportfish work on variations of the same design 
principle. Bayliss Boatworks, which has its first 80-footer in 
production and an 84-footer due in 2013, employs a hull form 
typical of the sportfish style—a serious deep-V with a sharp 
forward entry that flattens out aft to 10 or 11 degrees of deadrise at 
the transom. The engines have lower gear ratios that allow them to 
spin the props for heavy lifting and bite in rough-water operation. 
Their construction and design helps them both slice through 
waves and plow through rough seas with a solid, secure feel. 

Advancements in construction materials and in diesel engines 
have allowed builders like Bayliss to build bigger fishing boats 
with more accommodations. “We used to wonder how in the world 
we could ever fish a 60-footer,” says John Bayliss, the company’s 

  

 

The owner of Flamingo Daze (below) commissioned his custom 92-footer from Sea Force IX, seeking a faster yacht he could run with less crew and even drive himself. 
She features a motor yacht-style interior and has a range of 3,000 miles, which came in handy during her recent travels in Central America. 

The top-of-the-line production sportfish builders all offer models in the 75- to 85-foot range that compete with the  
luxury custom builds. The word “production” is a bit of a misnomer as most of the companies work with each owner  

to give them as many options as possible, from cockpit amenities to interior appointments, giving these boats a  
semi-custom feel. Here’s a look at three of the best-in-class battlewagons. 

Viking 82 
Convertible

Hatteras 77  
Convertible

Bertram 800

Hatteras brought the 77 out in 2007, and the 
enclosed bridge boat has ably served as the 
builder’s top sportfish model. Hatteras builds 
its 77 with a solid fiberglass bottom and cores 
the hullsides with PVC. With an approximate 
175,000-pound displacement, the boat is 
intended to be rock solid in rough water. That 
doesn’t mean it can’t make way; powered with 
twin 2,400-hp MTU engines, the 77 can reach 
speeds of 35 knots and cruise comfortably at 
30 knots in four- to six-foot seas.

Hatteras is one of the few glass hull 
builders to paint its boats with a topcoat—

Alexseal to be exact—rather than incorpo-
rated pigmented gel coat into the molding 
process. This gives the 77 a look more on par 
with custom cold-molded boats built by its 
Carolina neighbors.

The 77 has 192 square feet of cockpit 
space with a raised mezzanine to view the 
angling action. Access to the enclosed 
flybridge comes from an interior stairwell in 
the salon. Inside, the 77 features a full-beam 
master plus three additional staterooms and 
crew quarters.  
www.hatterasyachts.com 

The new 800 has a cool feature often seen on 
European-styled sports yachts but rarely on 
sportfish: hull windows. The windows, molded 
directly into the fiberglass hull so that they are 
part of the structure, bring natural light below to 
the full-beam master stateroom. Bertram also 
molded five skylights into the foredeck. These 
touches come from the Italian influence of the 
Ferretti Group, Bertram’s parent company. 

As with the Viking and Hatteras, the Bertram 
800 offers layout options. The master stateroom 
can be tailored to meet the owner’s demands. 

The spacious salon features a full galley that  
can be configured in different ways, including a 
chef’s private room, a dining area with seating 
for six and an L-shaped settee aft. A stairway in 
the salon provides access to the enclosed bridge. 
Bertram also offers the option for an open bridge 
convertible. 

The Bertram 800 can cruise in the 30-knot 
range and has a 3,000-gallon fuel capacity. It 
weighs in at 189,000 pounds, making it the 
heaviest of the premier production sportfish 
models. www.bertram.com

NoTABLE MENTIoN: Riviera 70 Enclosed Flybridge
On the smaller end of the big sportfish, the Australian builder has this 70-footer to offer in the production sportfish class. The enclosed flybridge 
has a cruising motor yacht feel to it, and the extended swim platform gives it multifunctional appeal as a cruiser that can also serve duty as a 
fishboat. www.riviera.com.au

The 82 Convertible represents the top of the 
line from Viking Yachts. This boat features a 
generous 255 square feet of cockpit space 
thanks to its 22-foot beam, which also allows 
for more internal volume. Viking will tailor the 
interior to the owner’s specifications with a 
variety of layouts, including four en suite 
staterooms and crew quarters. The 82 is 
offered in an open bridge with a Palm Beach-
style center helm console that allows for easy 
360-degree viewing and fast access to the 
cockpit via the mezzanine. Viking also offers 
the option for an enclosed bridge that creates 

a secondary lounge. Whatever the layout, the 
82 is built in typical Viking fashion with fiber-
glass construction and balsa coring and a 
high-grade vinylester skin coat. Powered with 
twin 2,600-hp MTUs, the 82 cruises in the 
mid-30 knot range. With a 3,000-gallon fuel 
capacity, there’s plenty of range for cruising 
or chasing fish. After a fish is hooked, the 
crew will appreciate the curved transom that 
deflects water to the sides when backing 
down, and the three-foot freeboard in the 
cockpit helps for handling billfish.  
www.vikingyachts.com

PROducTiOn POwERhOusEs

loa: 82' 8" (25M) BeaM: 22' (6.7M) Draft: 5' 8" (1.5M) DIsPlaceMent: 185,240 lBs 
Power: 2 x 2,200-hP Mtu 2000 16v sPeeD:  30-knot range PrIce guIDe: uPon request

loa: 83' 5" (25.4M) BeaM: 22' 4" (6.8M) Draft: 5' 6" (1.7M) weIght: 162,250 lBs Power: 2 x 
2,600-hP Mtu 2000 v16 M94 sPeeD (Max/cruIse):  35/30 knots PrIce guIDe: $6.9 MIllIon

loa: 76' 10" (23.4M) BeaM: 22' (6.7M) Draft: 5' 3" (1.6M) DIsPlaceMent: 175,000 lBs  
Power: 2 x 2,400-hP Mtu 2000 16v sPeeD (Max/cruIse): 35/30 knots  PrIce guIDe: froM $5 MIllIon

sPORTFish yAchTs
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Then there’s the aforementioned rough-water handling. 
An 80-foot motor yacht is just not going to be as comfortable 
as an 80-foot sportfish, or make the same speeds, in eight- or 
even four-foot seas. It opens up a far more weather-flexible 
cruising style.

the Perfect coMProMIse
Yacht and motor yacht owners turning to custom bluewater 
battlewagons can still expect one thing, a high level of luxury 
once they step inside from the cockpit. “We can get them all 
the amenities of a large yacht, just not the room,” says Mann. 
While these boats might not have the same interior space to 
work with, the builders maximize it to suit each owner’s  
needs and tastes. 

Flamingo Daze, for example, has a master stateroom equal 
to what you’d expect to find on a megayacht. The galley 
features Wolf commercial-grade appliances because the 
owner likes to cook. And as the owners are diving fanatics, Sea 
Force IX added a hydraulic swim platform to ease water entry 
with dive gear. “One thing the owner demanded,” says Richard 
Hyer, an engineer who works with the builder, “was a place on 
the bridge to hang a hammock.”

The custom builders will, within reason, give the owners 
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range at 30 knots. Custom-built Roscioli boats in the 70- to 80-foot 
range make similar speeds, all now par for the course in this category.

That speed can make a huge difference. “We can go to Nassau [in 
The Bahamas] in five hours,” said Tom Glass, vice president of 
Donzi Yachts, which builds Rosciolis in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. 
“[Semi-displacement yachts] will only be halfway across the Gulf 
Stream in the same time.”

troPhy collectIon
Not everyone is trading in their megayacht for a battlewagon. 
Some are simply adding one to their fleet, filling a gap between the 
200-footer and the 20-foot tender. The concept is to keep a crew that 
handles a diverse selection of boats and manages them to be ready 
when needed. There are even some adventuresome megayacht 
owners who look at sportfish boats in an entirely different light.

“If someone needs a tender, our 92 could work on a 400-footer,” 
says Glass. The Roscioli R-92 is still in the design stage, but the 
company has built the R-80 Sportfish convertible. Glass uses the 
R-80 to illustrate the more likely scenario: an owner has a 
140-footer and the R-80 follows along. The owner uses the yacht as 
a mothership and then takes the 80 out fishing. Or say they want to 
go into a Bahamas harbor that has limited draft clearance; they 
can take the smaller sportfish into port with no worries. 

Choosing a sportfishing yacht doesn't mean losing out on luxury, as is proved by custom sportfish builder Paul Mann’s 76-foot Ann Warrick (below). The salon is uber-
stylish and comfortable and the exterior is customized in teak and LED lighting. What is gained, however, is greater mobility, a 30-knot cruise speed and the ability to 
tournament fish with the best of them. 

The R-92, under development at Roscioli (below), will offer fast cruising with the 
added bonus of a luxury interior. The Merritt 86 (left) holds 3,900 gallons of fuel 
and cruises at 30 knots, offering both speed and range. A deep-V hull design 
and lower gear ratios help the Bayliss (above) slice through waves and plow 
through rough seas. 

sPORTFish yAchTs
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whatever they want. “We have an expert interior group that 
can design and build anything the customer comes up with,” 
says Mann. On the exterior, Mann finds his yard is often 
equipping the larger builds with davits for flats boats and 
swim platforms off the transom. 

The challenges of designing a sportfish interior are different 
because of the importance placed on speed. “Added weight 
affects what we use,” says Dawn Moffitt, an interior yacht 
designer from Wilmington, North Carolina. Designing for a 
sportfish can mean eschewing solid 3/4-inch granite in the 
galley for a veneer surface backed with a sturdy but lightweight 
aluminum or fiberglass frame, or using cork for insole flooring 
instead of hardwood, which still creates a masculine look but is 
easier to maintain. 

All of this adds up to a style of boat that can cruise over short 

SoNAR WITH SUPERPoWER
Broadband sonar is a necessity for the serious offshore angler. 
Simrad proved an industry leader with its original BsM-1 sonar 
and has improved upon the original with the BSM-2, the first recre-
ational sounder to feature chiRP, which produces a higher resolution 
at deeper depths and better filters out noise and clutter. simrad 
claims it can provide digital readouts from depths up to 10,000 feet. 
The BsM-2 coordinates with simrad nsO Offshore marine processor, 
which runs on the simrad nsE platform, allowing it to simultane-
ously operate three separate displays measuring between 10 and 
19 inches. with the nsO system, all components across the line  
can talk to each other, including the BsM-2, structurescan sonar 
imaging, BR24 Broadband Radar and the newest cool unit—the 
Broadband 3G radar. www.simrad-yachting.com

THE ULTIMATE ATTRACTIoN
when anchored at night, turning on bright blue, green or white under-
water lights can attract baitfish, and therefore gamefish, right to your 
transom. Aqualuma makes a series of through-hull underwater lights, 
with the Aqualuma Generation II 6 Series Underwater Lights best 
suited for large sportfish boats. The LEd bulbs are nestled in a corro-
sion-proof, one-piece housing and produce vibrant underwater illumi-
nation while drawing less than 1.4 amps on dc power and .07 amps 
on Ac. www.aqualuma.com

A SIMPLE TooL FoR THE SERIoUS FISHERMAN
while many modern glass bridges have built-in sea surface tempera-
ture readings, serious fishermen will like the idea of a dedicated digital 
temperature sensor, like the new Si-Tex SST-110 Seawater Tempera-
ture Indicator. it’s the kind of thing you’d find on a commercial vessel 
or serious charter captain’s helm, which is fitting of si-Tex’s roots in 
commercial fishing. it’s small, simple and at $269, easily affordable, 
but it gives the captain a large instantaneous temperature readout he 
can glance at while working the controls, or eyeball from 20 feet away. 
it has resolution to a hundredth of a degree, a temperature alarm and 
trend indicators. www.si-tex.com

oUT FoR A NIGHT NIBBLE?
see what’s around you when you head out for a nighttime fishing trip. The 
oceanView Apollo II XI night vision camera uses low-light technology to 
help you clearly see your surroundings in the dark. it has a 360-degree 
pan and an onscreen control feature so you can view two different camera 
images on any screen at the helm simultaneously. www.nightvision.com

SHARING FoR SAFETY
WXWorx, the satellite weather technology that allows for real-time 
weather and tide information on boats equipped with XM wX satellite 
weather, has added AIS technology into the mix. The technology lets 
you exchange identification, position, course and speed with other 
boats in the vicinity. This software upgrade helps in avoiding collisions 
and adds a level of safety beyond following the weather.  
www.wxworx.com

and long distances, entertain, serve as a dive boat, an island 
hopper or simply just do best at its intended purpose—and that 
is, go fishing. •

Electronics for your Battlewagon
Every year, a new electronics gadget comes out that makes boating 
and fishing that much easier, to the point where you wonder, how 
did we manage without this before? “The most requested item has 
been hd digital sounders with boadband chiRP technology, which 
allows better bottom discrimination and the ability to detect targets 
at greater depths and higher speeds,” says Ron Muller, president of 
Electronics unlimited. here are some of the latest and greatest in 
electronics that are must-haves on your big sportfishing machine. 

contacts
BaylIss Boatworks 
tel: (252) 473-9797
www.BaylIssBoatworks.coM 

DonzI yachts
tel: (954) 581-9200
www.DonzIyachts.coM

MerrItt’s Boat  
anD engIne works
tel: (954) 941-5207
www.MerrIttBoat.coM

Paul Mann custoM Boats
tel: (252) 473-1716
www.PaulManncustoMBoats.coM

sea force Ix
tel: (941) 721-9009
www.seaforceIx.coM

sPencer yachts
tel: (252) 473-6567
www.sPenceryachtsInc.coM
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